
          Explore Japan on bicycle 

 

 

Do you would like to see Japan from saddle of bicycle? Our trip will take you from center of 

Japanese Alps and we will finish on coast of Pacific Ocean. We start in area of winter and 

summer activities, Hakuba valley. Our next stop will be historic town Matsumoto with one 

of the last original Japanese castles. From Matsumoto we will continue our journey thought 

mountainous terrain surrounded by Suwa Lake.  Kofu our next stop, its valley town with 

many beautiful vineyards. From Kofu it’s just  ,,few,, kilometers to reach sacred Mt. Fuji.  

Our journey will going next to this mountain with many lakes and terrain wrinkled by lava.  

 

 

Next days will lead us next to coast of Pacific Ocean. We will descend from Mt. Fuji plateau 

and slowly reaching our trip final destination Izu peninsula. This peninsula is well known for 

white sand beaches and hot springs with mountainous terrain. Our trip finishing in city 

Shimoda, which is local touristic center of area. Daily we will cycle for 50-80 km depends on 

route which you would like to take. 

 

 



Trip itinerary  

 

1. Day: Flying into Tokyo 

 

After landing in Japan, transfer by private taxi or our private shuttle to Hakuba. 

Depends on timing, dinner in traditional Japanese restaurant with introduction of 

our trip. 

 

 

2. Day: Hakuba - Matsumoto 

 

We start our journey with easy first stage from Hakuba to Matsumoto. Road is 

surrounded with stunning views on Japanese Alps, which reflect like in mirror from 

lakes around road. On this stage is possible stop on wasabi farm and explore 

historical Matsumoto castle.  

 
 

3. Day: Matsumoto - Hokuto 

 

Main attraction for this day is cycling around Suwa Lake, which is one of biggest in 

Japanese Alps. We also pass Shiojiri city. Shioriji have rich history of wine making and 

it will be our first stop with wine theme. We will have a chance also see countless 

number Japanese castles and shrines. 

 

 



4. Day: Hokuto - Kofu 

 

Our next stage of cycling will lead us to 

the capital city of Yamanashi prefecture, 

Kofu. City is significant wine area of 

Japan and this will be our second 

encounter with wine theme on our trip. 

It’s also possible stop on the way at 

natural national monument Shosenkyo 

gorge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Day: Kofu -  

 

Our most difficult day of cycling. 

We can expect ascension to the 

1000 meters. We will observe Mt. 

Fuji for next couple days. We can 

stop next to one of five beautiful 

lakes on Mt. Fuji plateau. Road is 

surrounded countless lookouts on 

this majestic mountain.  We finish 

in Gotenba city. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6. Day: Gotenba - Ito 

 

From Gotenba city, which is well known for hot springs and nice view on Mt. Fuji, we 

start descending down towards to Ito town, its gate into Izu peninsula. Main 

highlight of this day is cycling around coast with lovely view on Mt. Fuji. 

 

 

7. Day: Ito - Shimoda 

 

Today we will have many options how to reach our final destination, Shimoda city. 

We can cycle next to coast or we can try more mountainous terrain thought center 

of peninsula. Our last accommodation is right next to beach with magnecifient view.  

 

 

8. Day: Departure back to Tokyo 

 

Transport to the train station, board Shinkasen back to Tokyo and flying back to your 

home.  You can also explore more from this unique city or another parts of Japan. 

Choice is yours. 

 

 

 



Price and other info 

 

Price from 385 000 Yen /price is for one person in double room / 

Change of tour program is reserved. 

 

Price include: 

- Transfer from airport and back to airport 

- 7x accommodation with breakfast  

- Car accompanying us whole trip 

- Guiding and delegates services 

- Bike rental and accessories  

Price exclude: 

- Flight ticket 

- Insurance 

- Food expenses and entrance at attractions 

 

Dates: 

We are usually running our cycling tours from start of May until end of October. Please 

contact us for more detailed information’s about dates and our products.  We also serve 

another parts of Japan. 

Contact: 

Email: info@japow.cz 

WeChat ID: mikuzz42 

 

We trying satisfied our customer wishes, so don’t hesitated contact us for any type of 

holiday in Japan. We can create your unique experience in Japan. Depends on your time 

we are able offer longer or shorter versions of our trips.   
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